Rat cortical morphology following crowded-enriched living conditions.
This experiment studied cerebral cortical morphology in rats living in a crowded-enriched condition. Three groups of 60-day-old, male Long-Evans rats were divided accordingly: 12 rats, 3 per small cage (32 X 20 X 20 cm), standard colony condition; 12 rats in a single, large, enrichment cage with "toys" (70 X 70 X 45 cm), enriched condition; and 36 rats in a large, single, enrichment cage with "toys", crowded-enriched condition. Matched toys for the two enriched cages were changed twice a week at the time of cage cleaning. Measurements on 20-micron, transverse brain sections showed that in both the crowded-enriched and enriched groups the thickness of the medial occipital cortex increased by 4 to 6% compared with the cortex from animals in the standard colony condition. In addition, the crowded-enriched group demonstrated a 4% (P less than 0.05) increase in thickness in area 39 in the left hemisphere compared with the standard control. However, the thickness in area 39 in the crowded group was not significantly different from that of the enriched area 39. These results indicate that the cortex increases in thickness as much with "crowding" and enrichment as with enrichment alone. We hypothesize that diversion through interaction with "toys" mitigates the stress of crowded conditions.